
Hello wonderful year 1’s, 

 

Hope your rhyming went well yesterday. I bet you have all been so inventive and I can 

just imagine some of the amazing dance moves! 

 

Today can you think about what has been your favorite story you have read while you 

have been at home? Maybe you could draw a picture from the story. 

 

For phonics can you find the last school reading book you had and see how fast you can 

read through the speed sounds at the front. Use a stopwatch and have a race with 

someone at home! 

 

Don’t forget to finish your rhyming songs today and try to video them. I bet they are 

all amazing! You could even dress up to make it really authentic!! 

 

 Just to warm up your maths brains, can you count backwards from 100 really loud? 

Today is about making a measuring device!. Find an old bottle and get your measuring 

pot or cup. Can you pour one pot/cup into the bottle and mark it with a line and number 

1, then add another and mark 2…. keep going until your bottle is full. Now you have a 

handy measuring device. You could even use it as a rainwater collector and see how 

many cups/pots of rain fall (although we do hope this wonderful weather stays for as 

long as possible!!!) 

 

This afternoon I thought we could do some PE. Sometimes Mrs.Berry does PE with you 

can she has sent you these ideas. 

Use a bat and ball if you have one, or maybe a balloon with a paper plate/rolled 

up paper ball and your hand. 

 

• Can you balance your ball on the surface of your bat/hand? 

• Can you bounce it on your bat/hand – how many bounces can you keep it in 

the air for? 

• Can you throw your ball in the air with one hand and hit it with your 

hand/bat held in your other hand?   

• Can you hit it with bat or your hand if someone bowls it to you? 



• Can you make up a game to play using these skills? ☺ 

 

            REMEMBER TO PLAY SOMEWHERE SAFE! ☺ 

 

 

Be super smiley today!! 

Love Mrs.Oakes 
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